This note contains some observations on the use of radar at sea in World War II based on experience in developing radar for the Royal Navy and on some reminiscences of a minor part in preparation for D-Day 60 years ago.
Much of the history of radar in World War II has concentrated on the early Chain Home installations and on the later development of the 10 cm (3000 MHz) magnetron and the controversies surrounding its eventual use in airborne systems. Parallel (and very effective) work began early for the Royal Navy, leading to the installation of 10 cm sets in His Majesty's ships. Sir Alastair Macfarlane FRS, in his biographical memoir of J. F. Coales FRS, gives more details of naval developments. 1 D. Howse, in Radar at sea in World War 2, observes that ship-borne conditions are very different in important ways from those of airborne or land-based radar equipment, and remarks that it was fortunate that all research and development of radar was not concentrated in a single establishment, as had been advocated, but that the Royal Navy retained control of its own development. 2 In this note I enlarge on Howse's comment and relate it to some of my own experience in the Admiralty Signals Establishment in the later years of the war.
Ships at sea roll, pitch and yaw so that the radar aerials never point in a steady direction. One solution to that problem was to design aerials with a narrow beam pattern in the horizontal and a wide one in the vertical. Aerials had to be mounted on mastheads as high above the deck as possible. That added to top hamper, and it also entailed long runs of transmission line between the aerials and other equipment at deck level. At a wavelength of 10 cm that might be equivalent to as much as 100 wavelengths, introducing appreciable losses and uncertain impedances that could affect the tuning of the equipment, and even more so when equipment for 3 cm (10000 MHz) was developed. Everything on board a ship at sea is wet with salt water and it was most important to keep all radar equipment as dry as possible. Ice is also a severe hazard in northern waters, mechanically as well as electrically. Joints in transmission lines were particularly weak spots. When the main armament of a capital ship was fired it produced intense vibration that could put radar equipment out of action. The most notable example was that of Bismarck when she was trying to avoid the ships of the Royal Navy that were shadowing her. When she first fired her main armament the vibration disabled one of her principal radar sets and she had to rely on those of her companion, Prinz Eugen. 3 All those and other problems were compounded by that fact that ships would be at sea for weeks, sometimes months, without being able to call on port or depot ship assistance for repair and maintenance. The equipment they carried would have been unknown in research laboratories only a few years before. Radar officers had therefore to be provided with test equipment and handbooks that would enable them to check the operation of their equipment regularly and to make running repairs where possible, for example after damage in action.
I read physics in the Natural Sciences Tripos at Cambridge. I was directed by C. P. Snow to take Part II and graduated in 1943. I was immediately appointed to the Admiralty Signals Establishment (ASE), at Witley near Godalming, and was assigned to to the Test and Measurement Section. We were a European group, mostly recent British graduates and some WRNS petty officer radar mechanics, but also with a Norwegian electrical engineer, two officers of the Polish forces, and M. Surdin of the Free French, who later became Director of the French Atomic Energy Authority Establishment at Saclay. A number of those at the ASE were eventually elected to The Royal Society. Of them the theorists were already known by repute among us, namely Hermann Bondi, Fred Hoyle, Tommy Gold and M. H. L. Pryce, but we never met them.
Test equipment for 10 cm radar was available when I joined, and I worked on measurement and test equipment for 3 cm (10000 MHz). Measurements of frequency, power and impedance were all required. The whole technology was quite new to me because it was still so secret that we had heard nothing of it in our undergraduate courses. We had to learn quickly under wartime pressure. To study the behaviour of waveguides that were many wavelengths long and of discrete components such as joints and couplers we devised instruments to measure impedance and loss at those frequencies, and made theoretical studies of, for example, directional couplers between waveguides. 4 L. B. Turner, from the Engineering Department at Cambridge, had devised a fundamental instrument to measure power with a stream of water as the load in a tapered waveguide. It was not difficult to construct for the 10 cm waveguide but was more intricate for 3 cm. We also studied amplifiers for pulses of a fraction of a microsecond, the limit of what was possible with the components then available. We analysed them by Laplace transform rather than frequency methods. We needed all those varied studies to design test sets for use on board ship. We also contributed to the accompanying handbooks. In all that we worked closely with the Royal Navy Applications Officers, signals or radar specialists who sometimes joined us in our laboratory studies.
I rarely went away from Witley except for occasional meetings of interservice committees, but I was once, towards the end of the war, asked to examine a 3 cm radar in a submarine that was apparently completely inoperative. A waveguide led from the magnetron inside the boat to the aerial outside. To all appearances it was securely sealed against seawater getting into the boat when submerged, but it was soon clear that the inside of the waveguide was covered with a film of water that absorbed all the power from the magnetron so that none reached the aerial. The high pressure of the sea at diving depths forced very small amounts of water into the waveguide. Seawater gets everywhere.
Just 60 years ago, in May 1944, the ships for the invasion of Normandy were assembling in Spithead and the Solent, so many and so densely packed that it seemed there were no more anchorages available. They were to be led to the invasion beaches along eight channels cleared by minesweepers. Although few if any German aircraft were able to breach the Allied control of the air over the English Channel, the minesweepers would be easy targets for German coastal guns directed by radar. Accordingly, they and many other of the invasion fleet were fitted with transmitters ('jammers') radiating white noise at the frequencies of the German radars. Some 800 of those devices were supplied from the USA. They then had to be adjusted for power and frequency in accordance with an elaborate plan. That could only be done in the last weeks before D-Day, partly because the equipment arrived rather late and partly because the most up-to-date values of the frequencies of the German radars were needed. So it was that in the month before D-Day some of us were taken from our duties at Witley and sent to Southsea to set up the jammers on the ships assembling around the Isle of Wight. We were certainly apprehensive of German aircraft attacks upon the ships around the Isle of Wight and indeed upon us in Southsea, but remarkably there were none in the month we were there. Each day we were taken by ferry to the ships on our lists, mostly minesweepers but also frigates and other light vesssels. When we had set up our equipment there was pink gin in the wardroom while we waited for the ferry to the next ship. As is well known, there was a severe storm on 5 June and that led to my most hazardous experience. One of the last ships I had to fit was a monitor, Erebus, I think, or she may have been Terror. She was to sit off the Normandy coast and bombard shore batteries with her heavy guns-the other heavy bombarding units, battleships and heavy cruisers, came down from Scotland only at the last moment and we never saw them. Monitors were unpleasant vessels, little more than barges with heavy guns on them, but with wide bilges against torpedo attacks. Getting over the bilges from a ferry was tricky at the best of times; in the storm of 5 June it was dangerous and at one time we thought we might have to stay on board during the invasion. Fortunately by skilful boatwork we were taken off in time and without being drowned.
On the morning of 6 June, our work done, we were in the way, and went straight back to Witley. On occasional visits to Witley during our month at Southsea we had seen every possible parking place under woods, in side roads, full of army vehicles, tanks, guns and troop carriers. When we drove back on 6 June, everything had gone, almost overnight it seemed. But the air was full, mainly with fleets of towed gliders going to the east of the beaches.
Our time at the ASE was not wholly intensive work. There were gifted musicians among us who played for our delectation. Towards the end of my time some brave souls put on a farce written by one of them. Somewhat more seriously we formed a Home Guard unit that took rather infrequent turns at manning an observation post on the south coast. The risk of real invasion was long since past and we never saw a thing.
After some three years at the ASE I was able to return to Cambridge to work for a PhD in the Department of Geodesy and Geophysics. We were few, but the senior members were most distinguished: Sir Gerald Lennox-Cunningham FRS, the last British Director of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, who started the Cambridge Department when he retired from India, (Sir) Harold Jeffreys FRS and (Sir) Edward Bullard FRS. My three years at the ASE were effectively equivalent to three postgraduate years at a university, so that my time as a PhD student was more like a postdoctoral period. Many of my contemporaries were in the same position, already with research experience and now in the company of stimulating senior people. It is little wonder that in those postwar years new windows were opened on the world, not only in geophysics (and especially marine geophysics) but also notably radio astronomy.
